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This Year

U.

Tie Clemson Athletic Committee
has announced the men receiving
Block C's for outstanding services
rendered during the past basketball
and boxing season.
Those receiving their letters in
basketball are: Johnson Craig, Central; J. W. Davis, Smyrna, Ga.; Ted
Simons, Charleston; Nolan Shuler,
Holly Hill; Bill Dobson, Greer; Bill
Dillard, Six Mile; and Henry Woodward, Clemson. Craig, Dillard, and
Woodward made a Mock in football, and are at present engaged in
spring football and track practice.
Simons, Davis, and
Dobson, of
Coach Davis' quintet, are also out
for track.
The following of Captain Pete
Heffner's fighters were awarded letters in boxing: Bron Crow, Fair
Forest; Tommy Lide, Anderson;
Melvin Blitch, Charleston; Charlie
Bannister, Chester; William Medlln, Florence- Captain W. J. Megginson, Charleston; Jack Henley,
Sumiuerville, P. L. Lofton, McClellanville; Footsie Davis, Greenville;
and Manager George Constan, Columbia.
Davis, who carried the
heavyweight colors for the Bengals
in the ring, also won his Mock In
football this past year.

BAND IS BANQUETED

BY CAPLHARCOMBE

heels Play for Three
Dances Here
The annual Athletic Ball of the
Block C Club will be held in the
Field House tomorrow night. Jack
Wardlaw and his Carolina Tarheels
have been secured to furnish the
music for this occasion. They will
also play for the Tea Dance Friday evening and the dance Saturday night sponsored toy Phi Psi fraternity. Preceding the Tea Dance
Jess Neely's cohorts will stage a
practice game between the Blue
and White elevens.
The largest crowd of the year is
expected to attend these dances.
All the members of the Block C
Club will be guests, as well as a
number of high school athletes.
More out-of-town guests have
been invited to this dance than
ever before.
Captain Harcombe
will be host at a banquet for the
Block C boys and their guests before the dance.
This dance will be informal to
all except the Corps of Cadets who
will wear the prescribed uniform.
The usual prices offered cadets will
still prevail.

MORRIS R0UN0IN6
PLATOONJNTO FORM
Crack

Drill Platoon Out for
Prize Cup

For the past two weeks sharp
Capt. Hoy and Prof. Freeman military commands have been ringAre Honor Guests
ing out on Bowman Field, as Cadei
Colonel Morris puts the 1933 ediThe band was feted by Captain tion of the Janior Platoon through
Harcombe at a Danquet in the train- its paces, i'here are atoout 7 5 Junroom last Wednesday night at 6:30. ! iors out, and the boys are rapidly
The affair was presided over by approaching perfection in the exetoastmaster E. W. Moise.
i cution of complicated movements.
Captain Hoy and Professor FreeThe repertoire has been increased
man, honor guests of the evening by several new movements, and the
both made short talks.
Captain men are working hard to make a
Hoy spoke of the neeJ. of a band good showing! at the annual inin a military organization to up- spection of the Corps by the War
hold the morale of the corps. He Department.
also said that the Clemson band is
Last year the cup presented at
a credit to the school and wished Fort McClellan to the best drilled
it much success.
Professor Free- Platoon was awarded to the Citaman spoke on the need of coopera- del by a very small margin. This
tion among the members of the year the Juniors intend to bring
band to insure its complete suc- the cup back to Clemson.
cess.
No permanent positions have toeen
The group gave a rising vote of assigned as yet, and, all Juniors are
thanks to Captain Harcombe, who invited to participate in the drill.
responded with a few words. He
The degree of doctor of engineersaid that he wanted Clemson to be
as much of a home as possible to ing was bestowed on former Presithe cadets and that he was willing dent Hoover March 2 by the minto help out at any time toy giving ing college at Loetoen, Austria.
banquets to any group that so desired.
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Leonard Outhwaite, ethnologist
and author, says that primitive men
and races are disappearing faster
than scientists can study them and
that, unless organized plans are set
in motion at once, many chapters
in the history of mankind will forever remain unwritten.
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three (3) tickets to Holtzy's
picture emporium for the best
Burlesque Advertisement submitted for publication in the
April Fool issue. Copies must
be submitted to the Editor not
later than March 24.

CAPTAINS ELECTED
Captains and managers of the
basketball and boxing teams were
.elected Tuesday night at a banquet held in the mess hall. Melvin Blittn, of Charleston, and
Tommy Lide, of Anderson, will
share the boxing captainship during the next year. Johnson Craig,
of Central, was elected basketball
captain for the past season, and
Ted Simons, of Charleston, will
hold that post during the '34
cage season. George Chaplin, of
Greenville, was re-elected to the
basketball managership. The boxing manager will be announced
at an early date.

G. E. STUDENTS WORK
ON SITEFOR AIRPORT
Proposed
Aerodrome
Being
Surveyed Near Field
House

Perry, Burton * TEXTILE DEPARTMENT
and Nuessner
INSTALLS NEW LIGHTS
"Y" Officers OPEN TOMORROW NIGHT
Elected

President,

Secretary,

Vice-President, Respectively, for 1933-34
At the Vesper services Sunday
night, officers for the year 19331934 were elected. Those elected
were: W. B. Perry, president; K. E.
Nuessner, vice-president; W. J. Burton, secretary. The names of the
nominees for the three offices were
as follows: Bill Burton and Wade
Perry for president; the defeated
candidate for president and Carl
Neussner for vice-president; the
defeated candidate for vice-president
and, B. M. Latham for secretary.
The following comments on the
election are made toy Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff, Jr., general secretary
of the Y. M. C. A. "Quite often
a man will emerge from the group
and win summary distinction. More
often, however, the men who are
honored with positions of leadership are the men who shoulder the
burden of the work and follow thru
from year to year. The men who
were elected as officers were all
men who have taken an interest in
the Y since early Freshman days.
These men have manifested a real
desire to promote the real move(Continued on page five)

An extensive survey for establishing cue proposed airport ai
Clemson College is now under way.
The site for tile aerodrome lies
between the college field house and.
the Seneca River, in a position now
occupied by the Agricultural Department's hog lots.
The survey
is being conducted by the Sophomore mechanical and electrical engineering students who are enrolled
in tiie survojius cotfrse ofi&r-ed |fbem
by the civil engineering department.
The work accomplished will .serve
the dual purpose of furnishing a
complete survey, so that construction may be toegun at any time, and
of being an instruction problem for
Expounds Theories and Apthe classes.
plication of Karl Marx's
According to Prof. J. A. Stevenson, instructor of the classes conTeachings
ducting the survey, the field, will be
surveyed so as to comply with rules
Mr. Frank S. Hackett, headmaslaid down by the United States Department of Commerce for third- ter of the Riverdale County School
in New York City, gave a very in(Continued on page five)
teresting talk Monday morning at
the chapel exercises.
The subject of his talk was "The
Call to Action". In this he compared the theories of Karl Marx
the great Socialist leader, with those
of the founders of our own country,
Clemson
Men
Participate— showing that both had in mind, the
Colonel West Leads
welfare of all the people. He stated, however, that while Karl Marx
the Parade
attempted to bring about an era
Saturday morning, the Anderson of equal opportunity by force, our
merchants had a minature inaugu- forefathers expected to bring it
ration parade and inaugural cere- about by just laws and loyal obedmony in which the Clemson band ience to these laws.
took part.
He made a plea for college men
The parade, led by Colonel West to seek to toring about that common
and. Captain Hoy, and followed by good by their living and acts of
the band, consisted of the cars of justice. In conclusion he forcefulthe "President" and the various ly brought forth the fact that thinkmembers of his "Cabinet".
Capt. ing is not all that is necessary. ImJ. D. Harcomtoe, Clemson, filled mediate action, he said, must be
the post of "Secretary of War".
taken if prosperity and goodwill
At the conclusion of the parade, are to be restored to our fair land.
the inaugural party was taken to
the reviewing stand where the
Speciallv designed Engineer"President" and the members of the
"Cabinet" was sworn into office.
ing Day stickers, suitable for
The "President" then delivered his
address, as did the "Vice Presidenc". automobile windshield, etc.,
The festivities were then closed by may be secured from T. M.
the rendition of "The Star Spangled
Watson and T. H. Hewitt.
Banner" by the band.

F, S, HACKETT MAKES
INSTRUCTIVE TAL

MOCK INAUGURATION
STAGED JUNDERSON

H*

Company Representatives Will
Give Demonstration at
Engineering Building
The Clemson Textile Department
has recently installed modern lighting units. The installation of glasssteel diffusers in the carding and
spinning division was made possiMe through the cooperation of the
Wheeler Reflector Company, Benjamin Electric Company, Kentucky
Lamp Company, Ivanhoe Company,
Abolite Reflector Company, and the
General Electric Company.
The weaving and designing division has toeen equipped with mercury vapor lamps manufactured by
General Electric Mercury Vapor
Lamp Company.
Discussion and demonstration of
these lighting units will be given by
representatives of the above companies tomorrow.
Discussion will
toe held from 2:00 to 4:00 p. m. in
the auditorium of the Engineering
Building. The Textile Building will
be open between 7:00 and 8:00 p.
m. for inspection of the lighting
system and of the work of the textile students.
Goach Neely advises that he plans
to have a special practice football
game at 4:15 for the entertainment
of the visitors. The public is cordially invited to the lighting discussion, inspectioji of Textile Building and to the football game.

ORATORICAL ASS'N
MEETS IN COLUMBIA
T. O. Bowen is Secretary of
Intercollegiate Society
The South Carolina Intercollegiate Oratorical Association met in
Columbia on Saturday, February 25,
at the ColumLia Hotel.
Clemson
was ably represented toy Cadet T.
O. Bowen, who is secretary of the
association
Other colleges represented were: Carolina, Wofford, S,
C. Medical College, Winthrop, Newberry, College of Charleston, and
Erskine.
Several important matters were
taken up "at the meeting, and some
definite progress was made.
The
entrance fee to be paid toy the various colleges was reduced five dollars, and it was decided that manuscripts should toe turned in to the
permanent secretary three weeks
prior to the contest.- A decision
also was held concerning the appointment of judges. This year the
state oratorical contest will he held
at Winthrop on the evening of April 21.

The Soviet Air League, an organization of more than 14,000,000
Russians, is sponsoring an expedition into the stratosphere in which
it is hoped to attain an altitude of
12 miles.
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SNOOPS AND WHOOPS OBSERVATION
By ALEX DICKSON
AND COMMENT
March the fourth, a great day,
"HE ROARS FOR CLEMSON"

It doesn't seem that you have
to be so smart to go to Oxford,
Pounded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the
after having seen a description of
college session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
the procedure' of taking exams there.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson Col- First, they all light up their pipes
and sit around discussing the sublege, South Carolina.
ject tot aoout three-quarters of an
Member South Carolina College Press Association.
hour. Then, they start to write,
Member Intercollegiate Press
and if one of them gets stuck, he
can always turn to his neighbor,
who will probably have something
the former doesn't know—The CaEDITORIAL STAFF
det.
... Editor-in-Chief
W. L. LEVERETTE
Associate Editor
Thanks to the RED AND BLACK
P. H. LATIMER
-Managing Editor
.or the following:
D. A. BARNES —
-Managing Editor
W. C. COBB
—
The wheels of my 'brain are rusty;
.... Athletic Editor
J. SHERMAN
i.he cells of my thoughts are dusty;
M. S. J. BLITCH
—Associate Athletic Editor
/iews through my eyes are misty;
G. CHAPLIN
-ily tongue seems terribly twisty;
-Associate Athletic Editor
■jo I think last night it was risky
W. J. BURTON Y. M. C. A. Editor
F. R. ILER
To take that last drink of potash."
Exchange Editor
A. S. THOMAS —
—
Fea ture Editor
R. B. EATON
Feature Editor
An analysis of cigarette smoke
by Dr. J. Dixon Mann of tne BritStaff Reporters
ish Medical Journal, by Dr. Kellogg
K. W. Ackis, J. C. Burton, J. D. Brown, S. A. Cooler, J. L, DeLoach
of Battle Creek Sanitarium, by the
C. E. Farmer, H. B. Gassaway, R. M. Hunt, P. D. Johnson,
United States Dispensary, and by
W. B. Leland, J. H. M. Madden, J. Metz, S. W. Page,
the great scientist, Dr. Arnold, reC. H. Hollis, B. G. Price, O. G. Rawls, S. D.
peals t.b.6 following constituents to
Smart, S. R. Spann, G. W. Speer,
be present:
T. S. Strange, W. B. Barber
1. Nicotine: A violent poison,
BUSINESS STAFF
one drop of which is sufficient to
J. F. JAMES —
-._
_
_._ Business Manager
kill an adult.
Business Associates
2. P'russic acid: Vapors intenseJ. P. GLENN, A. T. McSWAIN, J. R. CLEVELAND
ly poisonous. Use: Manufacture of
CIRCULATION STAFF
Military poisonous gas.
W. B. PERRY
_
„.._
_
Circulation Manager
3. Ammonia: A colorless gas,
J. R. HUTCHESON
—
Associate Circulation Manager
poisonous when breathed in large
quantity; destroys the mucous memCirculation Associates
C. C. GIBSON AND K. W. McGEE
branes.
4. Carbolic Acid: Strong corAssistants
rosive poison.
J. Z. Lancaster and E. T. Zimmerman
5. Acrolein: Poisonous, with disgreeable choking odor; has violent
action on the eyes.
6. Carbon
Monoxide:
Highly
poisonous gas; producing giddiness
and asphyxiation.
One ounce of
tobacco develops about one pint
USE YOUR CREDIT
of carbon monoxide.
7\ Formic Aldehyde: Poisonous
While most of us are sitting back waiting for the 'YNew
with
a suffocating, pungent odor.
Deal" to reach our corner of the table, it begins to look as
S. Methylamine: Colorless Gas
though by that time the long looked for cardboards may
with strong ammoniacal odor.
have turned to script. It is not the first time that an issue of
9. Marsh Gas: Colorless gas,
script, more accurately termed "clearing house certificates", which often occurs in coal mines,
has been resorted to in solving the problem of scarcity of where it is known as "fire damp".
10. Furfural: A poison estimagreenbacks and cold cash for ordinary monetary transactions.
ted
to be fifty times as poisonous
Although the system may possess certain evils, it has proved
as ordinary alcohol.
beneficiary in numerous cases where issued by concerns em11. Parvolin: Obtained as a ptoploying large numbers of people. In many communities the maine in the decaying flesh of the
scarcity of cash has made it absolutely necessary to furnish mackeral or the horse.
Besides these, cigaretes contain
a medium to fulfill the requirements of everyday barter or
eight
other less known poisons.
exchange.
You "worshipers of the weed"
With local banks closed and cash at a premium, Clemson had better take heed. The nearest
cadets are now offered two opportunities for alleviating their funeral home is in Seneca.

EDITORIAL

momentary financial embarassment. The committees in charge
of the dances here this weekend have announced that absolutely no cash payments will be accepted from cadets for admission charges. All payments are to be made in the form
of checks or I. O. U.'s payable March 15, or two days after
local banks are scheduled to reopen for business.
Captain Harcombe also offered another means of avoiding cash payments when he recently announced that the college laundry will accept I. O. U.'s as security for cadets' dry
cleaning. Captain Harcombe is to be heartily commended
in taking this action in aiding the cadets and those making it
possible for them to be at Clemson.
AVHY CLEMSON
Hundreds of boys pass daily within a stone's throw of the Calhoun
Mansion—the old home of South
Carolina's famous statesman. Many
a student, when he first comes to
Clemson, asks why the college is located on the old Calhoun estate.
The college was named for Thomas
G. Clemson who left what 'was
known as the Fort Hill estate consisting of 83 6 acres and approximately $58,000 in money to found
an agricultural and mechanical college.
Clemson was the son-in-law
of John C. Calhoun and during the
latter part of his life lived in the
old Calhoun home.

The property was said originally
to be a gift to Senator John C. Calhoun from his wife's two brothers.
At the death of Senator Calhoun the
property came into the possession
of his wife who sold it in 1854 tp
her son. The Civil War came on,
the slaves were freed and the son
never paid the purchase price. After
going through the courts the property was finally sold at public auction in Walhalla, South Carolina,
when Mr. Clemson bid it in as Trustee for his wife and daughter; he
himself paying the sum of $15,000
and costs for the property.
Mrs. Clemson died first and she
willed it absolutely and in fee sim-

"Bouncing Boarders are Busy
Bunching Barnum-Bailey's Bag of
Blistering, Boisterous. Bunk."
So
does the PURPLE AND GRAY of
the College of St. Thomas announce
a campus circus. Which is alliteratively appropriate information concerning a circus.—The Tulane Hullaballoo.
You Juniors who are going to
camp this summer, listen for the
Anniston belles. Some of them will
ring at the Athletic Ball and the}
may toll on some of the present
Seniors.
pie to her husband with the understanding that he at his death would
will it to the State for the purpose
of founding an agricultural and mechanical college.
For more than twenty-five years
prior to his death, Mr. Clemson had
been interested in the establishment
of what we know today as an agricultural and engineering college.
In 1889 the General Assembly
passed a law accepting the property
under the terms and conditions of
iMr. Clemson's bequest. In brief,
this is how Clemson came to be
established here in Oconee and Pickens counties.

Inauguration Day. What a day—
drums and bugles, flags and banners, pretty dresses, new beaver
hats, fire works and red noses, all
passing in review. And then, all
at once, ushered forth on the crest
of a martial wave. The "new deal"
is on—one great man brought into
the universal limelight while the
other is fossilized to the tune of the
same song.
What a deal this will be. But
how can one man deal an inside
straight to satisfy such a large
table? With extra aces, cards up
the sleeve, or a deal from the bottom, he'd still be doing well to
please every player.'
Over in Anderson the same Inaugural atmosphere prevailed. Although some distance from the Capitolium, the little city had its own
cloud-burst ot enthusiasm, its own
escort for the "new deal".
The
band was there to do its share toward making the occasion more
colorful and. spectacular with an
unusual display of high-powered parading and "wind jamming".
Now the question before the
Board of Research is: Who put the
soap on that nag's hoofs?
Boy,
that Dobbin sho had butter fingers
or else Colonel gave him a tickle
on the hairy side. As a result the
Colonel was firmly established on
the asphalt and was his face red!
In the meantime the Committee
has investigated the fatal and
mournful catastrophe and finds that
the accident was unexpected, unsolicited, and, in other words, unavoidable.
However, as a result
the Committee has been obliged to
pass an ordinance limiting the
weight of the medals worn on the
chest of the party mounting the
charge.
And now for a little low down
despite the various limitations administered in the way of threats
to the scrawler.
Did you know that "Robbie" Robinson was having the same girl up
for Block C dance that he had up
for the last dance? Well it's so,
and so is the fact that he has
never had anyone up for a dance
before. Someone, his "ole lady" in
fact, has suggested that we call
him Amadis from now on. That's
no bad idea. And what is the power you have "K"? Please tell us.
And did you see the expression
on Babe Hunt's face when the
Corps gave its rousing decision on
the Co-ed situation in chapel? Don't
be angry, Babe. What we need is
mere Co-eds like you.
And Cooper just sits and looks
out the window. Such a pity with
all this pretty weather too. Have
you read the book, "Twenty Thousand Years in Sing Sing?"
What we want to know is who
is sponsoring this "Have a Girl from
Anniston" program?
The dance
ought to he a good one at that.
Must be sumpin' to these Alabama
goils. If there should be any doubt
ask Charley Moss and Horizontal
Bane.
John Lambert has more power
than Kellogg has corn flakes. His
campus goil comes by for him after
class. Oh kay, Esso.
Who said the Awkertecks made
all the noise at the Free Show?
Even tho the sacred sound is difficult to make there are a good
many who have mastered the utterance and use it most effectively
in the show. Look around, before
you yell "throw him out"—it may
be one of your best friends.
"Have you met Red? Red, the ole
second-hand book man. Red is a
new man in these here parts and we
are glad to have him with us. We
hope you like it Red and we also
hope your business flourishes—Step
up and meet the boys. Make your
bow, Red.
Sid Little and Bill Lippincott are
sponsoring a "Buy a Dog Week"

By AL THOMAS

What follows constitutes an effort
to reincarnate a weekly column that
once was a regular feature of this
publication.
The author will endeavor to discuss topics that should
be of interest to the majority of the
readers of THE TIGER. All suggestions, criticisms, contributions,
and such will be accepted in the
spirit in which they are given. Remember that it is impossible to
please all.

«

' Why is it, that seven out of ten
cadets are frightened half out of
their wits upon entering the Commandant's office? When talking to
the Commandant or one of his staff
most of us become incoherent, stammer and stutter,, and greatly injure
the purpose of the interview. They,
undoubtedly, would rather the cadets talked to them like men and
not like children. Showing all due
respect to their rank and position,
much more could be accomplished
if the facts in view were presented,
in a strong forceful manner.
Why
act like grammar school kids
caught stealing apples? Most of us do*
We are glad to note that the
status of the Central Dance Association is 'becoming better understood. The belief that the Association takes complete charge of all
dances seems to be fading. This
belief, well-grounded, no doubt, did
not express the real purpose of the
organization. To assist and direct
the various organizations sponsoring
dances is the real function. This
seems to have taken effect at last
and, as a result things are running
more smoothly.
An often discussed subject—yelling and making wise-cracks during
the moving pictures at the Y. This
obnoxious brand of cheap wit is
becoming unbearable. Some blame
it on the architects.
This is an
injustice for, though they do offend
at times—usually during the afterdinner presentation of the free show
on Saturdays—they are not entirely
to blame. Others indulge as much.
Determining those to blame, tho,
is beside the point. Let's stop it.
Everyone will enjoy the shows more
and visitors at Clemson will leave
with a better impression of the student body than heretofore.
at the Hotel soon. They have announced that from now on the house
on the hill will be known as The
Oiemsoii Hotel and. Kennel Club.
Those, mighty men who were held
up last week-end should be glad to
be back with us. When the thugs
said they were going to take "Beach
Nut" for a ride and feed him pineapples, the others were perfectly
willing.
Things we would all love to see:
Dr. Rhyne reducing— Capt. Harcombe in knickers—Dr. Sikes jumping rope—Capt. Heffner boxing—
Lindsay waiting in the mess hall-—Colonel West ride a horse—D. W.
Daniels as director of the Jungaleers—Dr. Taylor courting—Lewis
Black delivering a telegram—Moose
Head press a pair of pants—Capt.
Kron stripping a machine gun—
Shirty not shrink—the Engineering
Building moved closer to the barracks—A radio and running water
in every room—Guy Lombardo up
for Finals—The lights stay on a
whole day—Fewer inspections and
no classes.
And what's this about "Little
Jessie" falling in love? He's courting over in Greenville now, but
what happened to Anderson? Come
on "Mule", do right by the Pink one.
Oscar, Oscar, where have you
gone and why? Hate to see you
pick up and move out like that.
It would have been much better
had you given us your name before
you made your getaway.

♦
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES

Clemson College Branch of the A.
I. E. E. was held in Rigg's Hall on
Tuesday evening, February 28.
The feature of the Session was a
very interesting talk by Prof. F. T.
Tingley on the subject of "The
Cathode Ray Oscillograph." Prof.
Tingley reviewed the history of the
phenomenon of cathode rays and
explained, the application of these
rays to the oscillograph. He discussed the principle of operation of
the oscillograph and its commercial advantages and disadvantages.
At the close of Prof. Tingley's
talk, a number of current events
were presented by W. J. Burton,
and jokes were read by H. A. Clayton.
The meeting was then adjourned.

A S M E ELECTS OFFICERS
The A. S. M. E. held its regular
meeting last Thursday night in the
library of the Engineering Building.
Plans for Engineering-Architecture Day were discussed and officers for next year elected. Professor Philpot, of the Mechanical
Department, made a short talk in
which he stated that the success of
Engineering-Architecture Day depended upon the co-operation of the
students with the faculty.
After this the officers for the
coming term were elected. J. U.
Bell was elected chairman and Scott
DuBose secretary-treasurer.
Professor Sams, of the Mechanical Engineering Department, was elected
A S A E
honorary chairman, which office he
will hold for the next two years.
The Clemson Chapter of the
The new officers will take charge American Society of Agricultural
in a few weeks.
Engineers held its regular bi-monthly meeting in Dr. Collings' class
A I E E MEETING
room Tuesday evening, February
The last regular meeting of the 28, 1933. P. B. Chapel led a very

*

'1% TAYBE it's back to Nature. Maybe
-LT_L it's something else. I don't know
just what it is, but somehow or other
I've just got to slip out in the woods
and sit down on a log. I always take the
old pipe along. Thinking somehow seems
easier when you are smoking a pipe. I
can fill up my pipe with Granger, and
somehow just seem to see things clearer
than at any other time.
"Don't know what it is about Granger,
but it must be made for pipes—real pipe
tobacco.
"Somehow, there's a flavor and aroma
about Granger I never found in any other
tobacco. When I pack my old pipe tight
and good with these big Granger flakes,
it's about the coolest smoke I ever
enjoyed. It makes me downright pipe
liungry every time I look at the package."
Some years ago we made a painstaking,

interesting discussion on "Pneumatic Tires for Tractors." It has been
proven that the new low pressure
pneumatic tires provide more traction and less rolling friction, although the cost of tires for tractors versus the saving in fuel is
still a debatable question. P. W.
Bane made an interesting and valuable talk on "Terraces."
Five new members were informally admitted to the local chapter.
A banquet committee was appointed and plans for a banquet were
discussed.

PAGE THREE
responding Secretary, A. A. Langley.
The object of the Clemson College 4-H Club is to further the interest in 4-H Club activities, to
bers, and to be of service to 4-H
foster leadership among the memClub members. Every former 4-H
Club member who has completed
at least one year in 4-H Club work
is eligible for membership, and is
cordially invited to join. The meetings are held the second and fourth
Monday nights of every month.
DAIRY CLUB

bright future for Clemson College.
Before adjourning Prof. Goodale
had ice cream served the group.

WITH THEJLUMNI
J. C. Fridmore, of the Alumni
chapter of New York city was a
visitor on the campus during the
weekend.
A. B. Taylor, member of the Governing Board of the Clemson Alumni, visited the campus on March 5.

4-H CLUB
The Clemson College 4-H Club
held its first meeting of the year
in Dr. Collings' class room Monday
night, February 27. In accordance
with the constitution, which provides for the election of new officers each semester, the following
officers were elected: President,. J.
C. Patrick; Vice-President, J. B.
Newman; Secretary, C. E. Lacey;
Treasurer, J. H. Cochran; and Cor-

The Dairy Club met Thursday
night, March 2, at the Dairy Building. The feature of the program was
an address by Dr. F. H. H. Calhoun.
Dr. Calhoun spoke very interestingly and intimately of Clemson as
he knew it when he attended school
here about 28 years ago, and of
some of the unique characters residing here at the time. In his talk
Dr. Calhoun also visualized a very

LOST —Alpha Zeta Key
somewhere on Campus. Finder, please return to Prof. Nutt,
Ag. Eng. Bldg.

GARAGE TO RENT
I. L. KELLER

^-...

©1933
LIGGETT & MYERS
TOBACCO CO.

scientific study to find out, if we could,
the kind of tobacco best suited for pipes.
Down in the Blue Grass regions of
Kentucky, we found a tobacco called
White Burley. There is a grade of this
tobacco between the kind used for chewing and the varieties suitable for cigarettes
that is best suited for pipes. This tobacco
is used in Granger.
This tobacco is prepared by a method
worked out many years ago by Mr. J. N.

The Granger pouch
keeps the tobacco fresh

Wellman. It gives Granger a fragrance
and mellowness that pipe smokers like,
and makes it burn to a clean, dry ash.
Granger never gums a pipe.
Granger has not been on sale very long,
but it has come to be popular, and there
is this much about it: We have yet to
know of a man who started smoking it,
who didn't keep on. Folks seem to like it.
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VESPER SERVICES

SOPHOMORE COUNCIL

Following the election of Y. M.
C. A. officers at the Vesper Services
Sunday evening, a very interesting
program was presented by a deletion of girls from G. W. C. This
rogram was in charge of Miss
thel Haire, who introduced each
f the girls who took part on the
rogram.
Miss Jesse Smith gave the devotional and discussed the many great
iiings of life for which man would
•be thankful.
The second speaker
iscussed the present world condi.ons and the type of men needed
) build a new home for humanity,
rhe third speaker enumerated the
Mowing as the needs of the world
;oday: spiritual awakening, more
action, and cooperation. She closed
the discussion of these needs of
j.he world with this challenge to the
orld, "Choose the one path that
jads to God and follow it." The
program was interspersed with mu*ic which at different times was
rendered by a quartet and violinist
respectively.
A prayer by Miss
Uaire concluded the program.

The Sophomore Council met in
the club room of the Y. M. C. A.
for its regular meeting Tuesday
evening, February 28. W. B. McConnell, chairman of the program
committee, presided, as the president was not present. As no business was to be discussed, he introduced Rev. J. K. Goode as the
speaker for the evening. Rev. Mr.
Goode discussed "Self Cultivation
and Its Applications to Every-day
Life." He also stressed, the influences of environment, habits, and inheritance in cultivating the ideal
personality. In illustrating the many
types of personalities which can be
created by different combinations
of Influences, he remarked that a
large number of different combinations of cards can be dealt from a
single deck of cards. At the conclusion, the meeting adjourned with
a prayer by Rev. Goode.

B. Y. P. U. WORK
Although attending a military
college, the Baptists at Clemaon are
'driving hard and going far". At
present the B. Y. P. U. has an en>llment of 85. The number is divided into four groups— one of
Which is composed of co-eds and
the other girls of the campus. The
announcement, "The girl's group
as charge of the program tonight
,\t B. Y. P. U.", always increases
the gate receipts".
Last year the enrollment grew
y leaps and bounds, and as the
irollment increased, the interest
l the work and the spirit in the
eart3 of the members increased,
he programs are constantly getting
etter and presented with more enlusiasm. The Bible Quiz is premted in such an attractive etyle
y the Quiz Leader, F. L. Harley,
lat it is incentive enough to keep
.emhers interested.
All progress
as been made possible through
and by the help of the pastor of the
baptist church, Rev. John Goode.
And social life? Notwithstanding
ihe fact that Clemson is located in
i.Ue foothills and close to no large
iwn or city, the Baptists students
itisfy their social longings by atnding socials given by the various
Baptist Colleges of the state. Also
Jiis college is well represented at
all Baptist assemblages that are
?ld reasonably close.
Under the direction of the newly
ected president, Cadet M. P. Non, and with the help of the pas>r, the Union "presses forward to
le mark which is set ih Christ
• iSUS".

CO. BASKETBALL
The Company Basketball Tournaent was brought to a close with
e game played between E Comny and the Band in the Y gym.
ednesday of last week. This hard
ught game was won by E Comvny's team 27 to 17. The winning
uad is to he awarded minature
Id basketballs given by the Y.
he runner-up team will be given
, sses to the picture show.
This game marks the culmination
a series of games in which about
0 men have participated.
The
icess of this hranch of company
>rts has been largely due to the
:ellent work of Fred Kirchner
:j'i his assistants.

DEPUTATION TEAM
The Deputation Team presented
two programs Sunday, February 26.
The quartet, composed of Roy Coop,
er, H. J. Webb, B. M. Latham, and
D. N. Chapin, rendered several
musical selections at Mt. Tabor
Church, near Central.
A chapel
program was presented in Central
by Roy Cooper and Romaine Smith.
These programs were enjoyed very
much by those present.
The members of the team plan
to go to Charleston next week-end.
They are to present five programs
while there. These are to be presented at various schools and
churches of the city. If plans can
be completed, one program will be
broadcast through the Charleston
broadcasting station.
HORSESHOE

TOURNAMENT

Since the basketball season has
been brought to a close, interest is
being taken in other lines of sports.
A novelty sport that is rapidly gaining popularity at present is horseshoe pitching. As a result, a Horseshoe Court is being constructed by
the Y beside the tennis courts. In
the near future, a tournament is to
be played, according to the official rules and the winner is to be
awarded a medal.
SENIOR COUNCIL
The Senior Council held its
weekly meeting at the Y. M. C. A.
Friday evening. As no speaker was
present for the evening, the meeting was devoted primarily to business. Plans were discussed for a
social which is to he held in the
near future.
The program schedule for the remainder of the year
was discussed also. As there was
no further business to be taken
into consideration, the meeting adjourned.
PICTURE SHOW SCHEDULE
Friday—The Mummy
Saturday—No Other Woman
Monday—Crime of the Century
Tuesday—Bill of Divorcement
Wednesday—Renegades of the West
Thursday—No Man of Her Own
The industrial engineering department of Columbia University, which
is the groups that seceeded from
Howard Scott's Technocracy group,
is seeking a "design of society in
which class struggle in impossible,"
and the discovery of principles "upon which public enterprise may be
founded."

Omaha, Neb.—(IP)— Aided by
college editors, newspaper men of
this city have compiled samples of
up-to-date college idiom. Some examples:
A babe, dark horse, muddy plow,
oil can, ice wagon or squaw is a
co-ed.
A heavy is a football player.
"I'm no green pastures," means
I "I've been places and done things."
j A joker is a speakeasy.
The
clean's team is that select group of
I students called into the dean'e office to explain grades.
Schnozzy means extraordinary or
amazing.
"What's the score" means "What's
it all about?"
Polish the apple" means "Getting
on the good side of the prof."
Married Men Want Cut-Rates
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Recent

Additions

to

Library tific inquiry during the present century.
"The Century of Progress Inter- Flint, \V. P. and C. li. Metcalf—
Insects—Man's Chief Competitors
national Exposition has as its purHow man and insects fight each
pose to depict graphically and systematically the last hundred years, other is the burden of this book—
in which the world has been re- and what they fight about and why.
what an inmade.
An advisory committee of The authors tell us
the Nat-onal Research Council has sect ij, and describes the lives and
been formed to assist in carrying habits of some of them, singling
out this purpose. A second advis- out a few whose depredations and
ory committee has been formed to puissance are most remarkable and
concern itself with the matter of dangerous.
placing the message of the Exposi- Newman, H. H.—Evolution Yestertion in a convenient form for ready
erday and Today
assimulation.
Mr. Newman, professor of zoolo"The Century of Frogress Series gy at the University of Chicago,
is the outcome of this Committee's has written this book for the avefforts."
erage person, however it would be
The Library has four books of of interest to the scholar as well.
this series:
Bead, F. T.—Our Mineral CivilizaAlee, W. C.—Animal Life and Sotion
cial Growth
This hook is crammed from covThis hook presents an approach er to cover with fascinating facts.
to the science of ecology, which is We speak of the Stone Age, the
the scientific study of the home life Bronze Age and the Iron Age little
of animals and plants. It studies realizing that "there is not a single
their habits and their environment, mineral substance of which the
their communities and aggrega- quantity used in the last century
tions.
It is a relatively new ap- is less than the total of all the cenproach to natural history, and the turies that preceded." An entergrowth of this phase of biology is taining story of man's progress In
one of the most remarkafble and utilizing minerals to augment his
productive developments of scien- natural capacities.

•1

Cleveland, O.—(IP)— Ten married men In a Fenn College public
speaking class asked to be allowed
to bring their wives to class— at
"one fare and a half" the couple.
Said Dean Paul R. Anders: "Any
married man who has the courage
to train his wife to speak even igpiaaciiaasgaaagmai^^
more fluently than she does now
should be congratulated. Your studies must have given you unusual
self confidence, and you deserve a
Special for a Short Time—EUGENES WAVES $3.50
reward. Bring your wives along."

BERRY BEAUTY SHOP

After College
WHAT?

ffifflfflaMMHPttttmf«pma>ay^^

Engineering?
Harry D. Watts, V. P. of James
Stewart & Co., Inc., builders of
famous buildings throughout the
world, says: "World progress depends upon engineering. No wonder eager college men look toward
this profession. But to succeed
you must have a technical background, ability to take the
knocks, and alertness to take
advantage of the breaks."
"ABILITY to take the knocks." And
•*»■ yet brains count above all.
That's why in engineering, as in college, a pipe is the favorite smoke. A
pipeful of good old Edgeworth Smoking Tobacco clears the brain for those
intensive problems that confront the
engineer ... or the college man.
Of course most college men know
Edgeworth.* They like its distinctive
flavor that comes only from this blend
of fine old burleys. Perhaps you'd like
to try before you buy. Then just write
to Larus 6c Bro. Co., 105 S. 226. St.,
Richmond, Va., and you'll get a free
sample packet of Edgeworth.
*A recent investigation showed Edgeworth the
favorite smoke at 42 out of 54 leading colleges

EDGEWORTH
SMOKING TOBACCO
Buy Edgeworth
anywhere in two
forms—Edgeworth
Ready - Rubbed
and Edgeworth
Plug Slice. All
sizes—150 pocket
package to pound
humidor tin. Some
sizes in vacuum
sealed tins.

»
^1

Coal. . . silk stockings . . . meal

—and the telephone
Keenly aware of the problems of business, large
and small, Bell System commercial men are constantly devising special telephone plans to customfit service to the user's needs.
For example, a plan they worked out for a
coal distributor helped him to contact 50% more
dealers. A manufacturer, using a telephone selling
plan, sold 700 dozen pairs of hosiery through
one Long Distance call. A great meat packer
handles complex sales and distribution problems
efficiently with the aid of planned Long Distance
and private wire services.
Systematic telephone plans are helping many
users to build business — cut costs — handle collections — unify nationwide organizations — increase
profits. And Bell System men are seeking still
other ways to make the telephone more useful.

BELL SYSTEM
TELEPHONE HOME ONE NIGHT EACH WEEK
. . . LOWEST RATES AFTER EIGHT-THIRTY

*
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NEELY GIVES CALL FOR
BASEBALL CANDIDATES

THE REALM OF SPORTS

I *

*

'

\

One has only to look at the score
of the game between the Blues and
Whites Saturday to realize that the
spark plug of the Tigers' scoring
■machine has once again been inserted- into the mechanism of the
team.
For two weeks the two
teams battled away to no avail.
. Neither was able to deliver the
necessary ■ punch for a touchodwn.
Within ten minutes after the
■opening whistle,.Saturday, some 200
spectators who Wve the Tigers' interest deep at heart-.saw a streak
of blue lightning dive into a mass
of white and blue jerseys, shoot
out like a comet, and head for the
'final white stripe—84 long yards
away. As he emerged from the interstice, he cut for the right sidelines only to see three white tacklers hearing down upon him. How
he managed to slip through that
ragged lane of defensive backs, nobody will be able to tell you. Wriggling and twisting, offering a hip
and taking it away, he either eluded cleanly or pulled away from all
those who stabbed at him. Some
eight seconds later the "Blonde
Blizzard" crossed the line with the
first Clemson touchdown of 19 33.
Of course you know that we refer to Henry Woodward, Clemson's
all-state halfback and one of the
sweetest ball carriers in this (or
any other) neck of the woods. That
Hoy was made for the gridiron.
From all outward appearances he
is perfectly at home on the football
field. If you were ever fortunate
enough to watch Bobby Dodd, Tennessee's great back and one of the
greatest backs the country has ever
known perform, you know what we
mean.

SHERMAN

Five

expect next.
It was evident that
Woodward had a few touchdowns
in his system, and try as they
might, the Whites were totally unable to prevent his crossing the
goal three times in .'the.' first half.
His second scoring run was neaTly
as spectacular as the first. He was
supposed to pass, but since he could
find no one open, Woodward cut
around end like a cyclone, shot
straight between three would-be
tacklers, , and1 over-- the line.
His
third for the day came ,as the result of an eight yard slant off tackle just as the half ended.

Courts Being Prepared Dr.
for Immediate Use

slope allowed at any point is two
and one half per cent, and tho
distance from take-off points to obstructions on the limits of the field
must be seven times as great as the
height of the obstruction, giving an
obstruction ratio of seven to one.
Aerial photographs of the terrain
will be taken to facilitate the initial plans.
Although the actual construction
may not begin in the immediate future, the survey will be of ample
extent to include all items of construction, and ah costs.
All details are being worked out in readiness for immediate development of
the site.
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NEW SHOES I
Just Arrived I
i

*

j
I
1
I

TWO-PIECE UNDERWEAR
50c suit
Made-to-Order Clothing
You Will Find Our Prices Are Cheaper

S "Judge" Keller I
m

§
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Hamilton Led Football Three or Four Workouts on
and Baseball Teams
Schedule for Each Day
For the second time in as many
years, spring basketball will, be held
at Clemson College, with Coach Joe
Davis, varsity basketball mentor,
in charge.
Practice will begin immediately
after the termination of spring football and will be carried on for a
period of about four weeks. Workouts will be held three or four
times a week with short, snappy
drills in passing, pivoting, and
shooting as the main feature, with
fast scrimmages on the side.
The squad, at first will■■ consist of
varsity subs of this year and of
members of Bob Jones' frosh aggregation. Toward the end of the
session, however, this year's varsity
will put in their appearance and
take part in practice.
Last spring, for the first time in
the history of the institution, spring
basketball made its appearance, and
the results were highly gratifying.
The exact date of its start will be
announced later.

Bill Burton of Seneca stands high
scholastically, has rendered exceptional service and with Karl Nuessner deserves much credit for initiating and promoting the work
assigned to them.
As an executive of the Association, I wish to
commend these men for their efforts in the past and to earnestly
request the co-operation of the entire membership on their behalf.
"The College and the Y. M. C. A.
are indebted to Glenn, Garrison and
Bowen, the retiring officers, for
the stand they have taken and for
their resourceful leadership during

together with their associates in
the Cabinet, have really made the
work at Clemson outstandiag in
the South.
"In the truest sense I wish to
commend them for the larger tasks
that must await such deserved recognition."
Studies have been made in South
America by Dr. Wallace W. Atwood,
president of Clark University, which
tend to show, he says, a close parallel between the pre-Incan and Mayan civilizations.

SPECIALS
SHOE

POLISH

5c

10c Val. HANDKERCHIEFS__5c
SHOE STRINGS

5c

75c

STATIONERY

VALUE

49c
College Pound Paper
60 sheets paper—25 envelopes

50o OR. WEST OR PROPHYLACTIC TOOTH BRUSH AND
1 TUBE DR, WEST TOOTH PASTE

Both for 5Qc

»

DRESS SHOES & SPORT SHOES
EGO, 3,50 & 4,00
DRILL SHOES
S1.75 & 2.50
TRENCH COATS
$2.75

AS NEELY-TEAM CLICKS

Dr. Reuben Hamilton, the capFive tennis courts are now in
the process of being rebuilt under tain of Clemson's first football and
the supervision of Mr. Newman for baseball teams was in the crowd
the use of Clemson cadets.
of spectators who gazed upon the
For the past few days men have Clemson Tigers as the Blues and
been busy at work on the courts— Whites grappled with each other
scraping, filling in, leveling, and on Rigg's 'field last Saturday afterpacking the ground.
The three noon. Dr. Hamilton was graduated
courts already in use have been from Clemson in '96 and went succleared of surplus sand and top cessfully through the World War.
Upon returning from the war, he
■soil put in its place. Work has
also progressed on the two courts went into public health service. He
on the west side. They were first was made county health doctor in
cleared of all brush and stubble, Fairneld county, and later made
then scrapped smooth, and finally a eader of the state control of manew layer of soil added.
*.aria fever in South Carolina.
Upon the completion of Lake
After the work of reconditioning
is completed, the courts will be Murray, Dr. Hamilton was employrelined and the nets repaired. This ad by the Lexington Power Comwork will probably be done by stu- pany to insure healthful conditions
dents under the direction of the in- in the areas affected by this lake.
Dr. Hamilton was a loyal and
tramural athletic officer of the Y.
When the work has all been finished liberal supporter of Clemson Colthe courts should prove a source lege when he attended school here.
of enjoyment to the many tennis He fought courageously on the footenthusiasts who have been prevent- ball field for his Alma Mater and
ed from playing.
led his team to many victories,

Biease don't misunderstand us.
We are not trying to heap all of the
praise on one man. It is true that
Woodward's performance was as
beautiful as you are likely to see in
any spring training camp, but we
can not afford, to completely ignore
the linemen and fellow backs that
cleared the road for the ball carriers. The blocking and protection
that Woodward received on that 84
yard jaunt was nothing short of
perfect. Fractically every play of PERRY, BURTON AND
NEUSSNER Y OFFICERS
the afternoon, whether of the Blues
(Continued from page oen)
or the Whites, was characterized by
the excellent interference supplied ment of purpose of the Association
of Christian Young Men.
by the lines and backs.
"Wade Perry, who claims Easley
as his home, has been an ardent
Congratulations, Footsie.
Foot- worker in the Freshman Council,
sie Davis, one of the best all-round the Sophomore Council, and as presathletes ever developed at Clemson, ident of the present Junior Counhas just received his fourth block cil has done much to make this
C. As far as we have been able to organization effective and useful.
discover, Davis is the first four- Perry is an officer in the State
letter man that the Tigers have had Y. M. and Y. W. Council, is a
since 1927. His latest accomplish- member of the State Y. M. Cabinet
ment is in the field of pugilism. and an officer in the State S. V. M.
He has now received letters in the
four major sports of the school—
Those who watched the game football, basketball, baseball, and
had not the least idea of what to boxing.

C. E. STUDENTS WORK ON
SITE FOR AIRPORT
(Continued from page oen)
rate airports. The survey will include costs of leveling earthwork,
moving fences, moving barns, and
clearing the area, in addition to
complete designs and specifications
for the new development.
In conforming to government
specifications, the field must have
two run-ways with minimum dimensions of sixteen hundred feet long
and three hundred feet wide, intersecting each other at an angle of
■sixty degrees so that take-offs may
be effected regardless of the direction of the wind. The maximum

WOODWARD RUNS WILD

WORK PROGRESSING FIRST TIGER CAPTAIN SPRING BASKETBALL
ON TENNIS COURTS SEES PRACTICE TILT
TO BEJELD AGAIN

JL railing 1 he 1 igers
with JOE
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PALIOLIVE SHAVING CREAM, TALCUM AND
STYPTIC PENCIL - 79c VALUE

All for 49c
Postal Scale FREE
with 1 Box CASCADE Stationery
48 sheets paper—36 envelopes

50c PROBAK BLADES AND
35c LAVENDER Shaving Cream
Both For

49c

49c

L. C. Martin Drug Co.
gare;.«?raiKpg?axi«i?3?axraiKranpraixi«K^
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Depression Cuts Down on
Rat Failures at Dartmouth
Hanover, N. H.— (IP)—Students
who have entered the universities
since the depression have hung up
an all-time record for scholarship
according to Dean Craven Laycock
of Dartmouth College.
"Whereas several years ago the
average number of students to flunk
out at the end of the freshman
year was about 70," he said, "this
year the first-year men had only
five students who failed."
The Dartmouth dean deplored the
blase attitude college students are
taking toward their football teams.
"When students stop getting excited about their foothall team it is
time for the faculty to start getting
worried", he said.
Dean Laycock believes a good
dean must have a sense of humor,
and must foe frank, fair, judicial
and, most of all, firm.

riding had corresponded closely to
the robber car, a description of
For Desperate Bank Robbers which had been broadcast to Denver police cruisers.
Port Collins, Colo.— (IP)— Six
Mass education in America, with
students of the Colorado Agricul- its consequent handicaps for the i
tural College were overhauled by exceptionally brilliant student, is
Denver police last "week as suspects tending to lower the standard ot
in an Erie, Col., t>ank ro'bbery.
education in this country, is the
Chased down Federal Boulevard opinion of four European educators |
by a police car with screaming si- who have written articles in the
ren, the Aggies were forced to the current issue of the Harvard Teachcurl) near 42nd Street. The door ers' Record, quarterly publication
was opened and an air-cooled auto- of the Harvard Graduate School of
matic riflle was thrust into the ribs Education.
HI
of the nearest student.
i
Chastain—Colonel,
I'd
like
to
get
The Aggies piled out, hands over
heads,
knees
knocking beneath a permit to go home. My sister
blanched faces. Two human arse- is very sick.
Colonel—I just had a wire from
nals and a sul)-machine gun awaited them. All stood quietly while your home saying that your sister
they were searched for dangerous is much better and that you were
weapons. Soon they had identified not needed.
Chastain—Saluting and starting
themselves satisfactorily and the
to
leave, hesitates—'Colonel, I'd like
students were released.
to
say that tnere are two liars in
It was learned that the automobile in which the students were this Regiment, and I am one of
them. I haven't a sister.

*

Police Mistake Students

I

COMING!

i
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REAL JAM-UP SPORT SHOES

c

i

in Natural Color BUCK for Linen Suit.

Two-tone

and Solid Colors

i

DON'T Buy any Sport Shoes 'till you see what's
New for the Season
Have you heard of the new PLAID Ties and Socks?
On Display in a Few Days

HOKE SLOAN'S
For New Ideas in Sweatshirts—59c and up
CIBlK<SiWglSll«Ig|gWHlg^
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glass supported by two slaves. The magician
waves a white sheet in front of the pretty
maiden ... pronounces a few magic words ...
Presto! She has disappeared in thin air.
EXPLANATION:
"Disappearing" acts are among the most popular in the repertory of the magician. Dogs,
horses, girls, whole rooms disappear—whisked
into wings, dropped through trapdoors, hidden
by mirrors. But this "disappearance" is a bit
different. One of the "slaves" is a hollow dummy.
When the magician holds up the sheet the lithe
little lady disappears completely—into the convenient figure of the dummy.

i

TUJV TO BT HoZTJD
... ITS MOAB TUN TO &row

ITS

There is also a trick of cigarette advertising, whereby a few magic words are
used to create the illusion of "Coolness."
EXPLANATION: Coolness is determined
by the speed of burning. Fresh cigarettes,
retaining their full moisture, burn more
slowly... smoke cooler. Parched, dry cigarettes burn fast.They taste hot.This makes
the method of wrapping very important.

V

Improperly wrapped cigarettes begin to
dry out as soon as packed.
Camels are cooler because they come
in the famous Humidor Pack of welded,
three-ply, MOISTURE-PROOF cellophane ... and because they contain better
tobaccos.
A cigarette that is fresh, full of natural
moisture, and blended from choice, ripe
tobaccos tastes cooler than one that is
harsh and acrid. For coolness, choose
a fresh cigarette, made from costlier
tobaccos.
It is a fact, well known by
leaf tobacco experts, that
Camels are made from finer,
MORE EXPENSIVE tobaccos than
any other popular brand.
Try Camels... give your taste a chance
to sense the difference. You'll appreciate it!

JSTO TRICKS
• *- JUST COSTLIER
TOBACCOS
l** A
Dog

MATCHLESS

BLEND

»
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